Calypso Layout Workshop Handout

In addition to the Calypso Workshops Your Way Scrapbooking Kit, G1109, this project also uses:

- 1 sheet Black CS
- D1691 Beach Life
- Ink pads: Lagoon & Pear

Preparing Layout Pieces:

1. Lay your base pieces in 6 piles – one for each layout page. (See underneath each layout photo for designated base pieces.)

2. Cut all “zip strips” (the ½” borders) from each BT (background texture) paper and set aside. You will use these:
   - Both Lagoon Circle strips - P. 3-4
   - Both Lagoon Watercolor Wash strips – P. 5-6

3. Cut all layout pieces according to cutting guide. As you cut each one, place it on the corresponding base page (circled number) with which it will be used. This is a GREAT way to organize your projects as you begin.

4. Once your pieces are all cut and in 6 neat piles, paperclip each pile together, or place it in a convenient resealable bag. You will LOVE this method of preparing to create your projects!
Base Pages:  White Daisy CS

PAGE 3 (left)
1. Trim ½” off both ends of 3 x 4 Flamingo PML card so piece measures 3” x 3”.
2. With Lagoon ink, stamp water images. Layer onto Black CS mat and set aside.
3. Trim one Lagoon Circle zip strip to 3 ½” and trim along the scallops. Set aside.
4. Place PML card lower left corner.
5. Place Flamingo BT and Black CS ½” strips vertically to right.
6. Place Black Square CS mat and Cotton Candy BT mat to right.
7. Just below Cotton Candy BT mat, place the 3 ½” Black CS strip. Layer the trimmed zip strip along its bottom edge.
8. Place Flamingo BT square directly below, on bottom edge of page.
9. Place last Flamingo BT square in upper right corner.
10. Place White Daisy 3 ½” x 4 ½” mat below.
11. Place matted Flamingo piece in bottom right corner.
12. Embellish with Flamingo Washi tape, Complements and Sequins, as desired.

PAGE 4 (right)
1. Place PML card upper left corner.
2. Place Black CS mat directly below.
3. Place Cotton Candy BT mat in lower left corner.
4. To right, vertically place 2” Cotton Candy BT strip.
5. To right, place Black CS strip, then 3” Flamingo BT strip, then Black CS strip on right edge of page.
6. Trim scallops on full 12” zip strip as on Page 4, and layer onto first Black CS strip.
7. Embellish with Flamingo Washi tape, Complements and Sequins, as desired.
PAGE 5 (left)
1. Place square Pear BT mat centered along left edge of page.
2. Place Lagoon Watercolor Wash zip strip down page, just to right of Pear piece.
3. Place large Lagoon Stripe BT mat \( \frac{3}{4} " \) from top of page, \( \frac{1}{2} " \) from right edge of page.
4. Place large Pear BT mat \( \frac{3}{4} " \) from bottom of page, \( \frac{1}{2} " \) from right edge of page.
5. Place PML journaling card \( \frac{1}{2} " \) from left edge of page, centered vertically on square Pear BT, overlapping zip strip.
6. Embellish with Complements and Sequins, as desired.

PAGE 6 (right)
1. Stamp images in Lagoon ink on one of the square Pear BT pieces. Place this in upper right corner.
2. Place other square Pear BT mat in lower right corner. Layer with White Daisy CS square.
3. Place Lagoon Watercolor Wash zip strip down page, just to left of Pear pieces.
4. Place large Pear BT mat \( \frac{3}{4} " \) from top of page, \( \frac{1}{2} " \) from left edge of page.
5. Place large Lagoon Stripe BT mat \( \frac{3}{4} " \) from bottom of page, \( \frac{1}{2} " \) from left edge of page.
6. Embellish with Complements and Sequins, as desired. Shown: Ice cream bar Complement is cut where stick meets ice cream. Stick is adhered directly to page. Ice cream bar is mounted with 3D Foam Tape.
Calypso Layout Workshop Cutting Guide
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